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Abstract

The paper presents an analysis of the dependence of steepness of high-frequency surface wind 
waves on the parameters of a carrier wave and dynamic conditions in the near surface 
atmosphere layer, directly influencing the development of wind waving. Special attention has 
been paid to  differences in steepness of high-frequency waves spreading over various elements of 
a carrier wave.
The obtained results indicated the differences in steepness of high-frequency waves between 
troughs and crests of the same carrier waves. It has been demonstrated that steepness of wind 
waves in high frequency band is very sensitive, even to momentary changes in wind velocity, and 
that its value is influenced mainly by a mean height of high-frequency waves.

1. Object, aim and scope of research

Steepness of high-frequency wind waves spreading over a sea surface is an 
im portan t property  of a d isturbed free surface. It is related to  the geom etry 
of this surface. In this aspect elucidation of the character of changes in high- 
frequency waves steepness accom panying the changes of conditions at a free 
sea surface can throw  an additional light on the processes of induction and 
disappearance of m inute high-frequency waves.

A lthough the changes in steepness of high frequency waves described in 
the paper characterize only one of the possible states of waving, viz sea 
surface calm ing dow n due to  wind subsiding, som e m ore general conclusions 
can be draw n on  their basis on  the qualitative m echanism  of disappearance 
of fast high-frequency waves occurring at a wavy sea surface; such waves 
being the m ost susceptible to  changes in external conditions.

It also seemed interesting to  determ ine relationships between the steep
ness of high-frequency wind waves and  param eters of bo th  carrier waves,



constitu ting  a background for wind waves, and the near surface atm ospheric 
layer, directly responsible for the form ation of these waves.

The analysis of steepness of high-frequency waves has been carried out 
separately for various parts of the carrier wave profile. Som e relations have 
been established in such a way between the steepness of high-frequency wind 
waves spreading over crests and  troughs of the carrier wave, as well as over 
its w indw ard and leew ard slopes.

A dditional possibility of carrying out all the considerations separately for 
shallow and deep parts of sea was created owing to  recording of wind 
waving at tw o different depths.

2. Method of investigations

T he results of investigations on  the structu re of surface waving described 
in this paper were based on the experim ental d a ta  acquired during the 
In ternational C oastal Experim ent carried out in 1984 at the Black Sea in 
Bulgaria. W aving was recorded in the coastal zone separately for two 
different depths. T he first m easuring point was situated  ca 600 m from  the 
coast at a dep th  of 18 m. It was based on  a sta tionary  dolphin  located at a 
flat sandy bo ttom . The second m easuring point was located at the end of a 
trestle p ro trud ing  200 m  into the sea at a dep th  of 3.5 m. M easurem ents of 
waving at bo th  the points were carried ou t using string capacity wave 
recorders fixed at these points.

Tw o recordings of random  sequences of wind waves were ob tained  for 
each ten  m inute em pirical im plem entation. O ne recording characterized the 
full course of waving process in the entire frequency range, ie from 0 to  20 
Hz (20 Hz was the m axim um  frequency of the processing instrum entation), 
the o ther represented the high-frequency band of waving in the frequency 
range 1 — 20 Hz. Band recording was acquired using a suitable high-pass 
filter for wave signals of the entire frequency range. T aking into account the 
capability  of the  instrum entation , and m ainly the dynam ics of the used tape 
recorder, it was possible to  analyse high-frequency waves of the m axim um  
frequency equal to  12 Hz.

R ecording of the particu lar sequences of waves was accom panied by 
recording wind velocity in the near w ater layer of air. T he anem om eter 
profile was installed together w ith one of the wave recorders at the m easu
ring point situated  at a dep th  of 3.5 m. Hence, m ean values of w ind velocities 
at five m easuring levels (from the sea surface to  15 m) were know n for each 
of the 10 m inute segm ents of waving recordings. L ocation  of the three lower 
wind sensors in relation to  the sea surface was changed depending on  the 
swell height. It was attem pted  to  m ain tain  a sim ilar d istance between the 
lowest sensor and  actual m ean sea level. C onsequently, the conditions of the 
near w ater layer of air of less or m ore sim ilar thickness were know n quite 
well.



3. Analysis of experimental data

Sets of heights and  periods of high-frequency waves form ed from  the 10 
m inute im plem entations were analysed. Special a tten tion  was paid to  d a ta  on 
high-frequency waving at specific sites of its occurrence at the carrier wave 
profile. W indw ard and leeward slopes of the carrier wave, as well as its crest 
and trough , were distinguished as specific sites. Analysis of high frequency 
waves separately in the w indw ard and leeward parts of b o th  the crests and 
troughs of the carrier wave was also carried out (Fig. 1). Segregation of the 
high-frequency waving d a ta  by m eans of a  com puter was carried out in each 
case using a suitable program . T he com puter chose for analyses only those 
periods of the carrier wave in w hich it could distinguish in particu lar 
fragm ents such a num ber of am plitudes of high-frequency waves which 
form ed at least one full period. Analysing a particu lar fragm ent of the carrier

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the division of an idealized carrier wave profile into particular 
fragments
a —division of the profile of a carrier wave into windward and leeward slopes, b —division of the 
profile of a carrier wave into crest and trough; I part —windward part of a crest or leeward part 
of a trough, II part —leeward part of a crest o r windward part of a trough



wave the com puter each time distinguished an integral num ber of periods of 
high-frequency waves occurring in this fragm ent, rejecting initial and last 
am plitudes which did not form  their entire period. Since the analysis of an 
analogous part of a successive period of a carrier wave of the sam e type was 
resum ed in the place of its term ination  in a corresponding site of the form er 
carrier wave period, sets of ‘successive’ periods of high-frequency waves 
occurring at the surface of the carrier wave were obtained, form ing a kind of 
continuity  separately for each of the segm ents of interest of the carrier wave.

Sets of periods and heights of high-frequency waves characteristic of 
particu lar parts of the carrier wave period were ob tained  from the selected 
data .

M ean values of param eters of high-frequency waves were determ ined on 
the basis of sets of their heights and periods prepared in this way. These 
values were successively used for the determ ination  of m ean values of 
steepness of high-frequency waves characteristic of various places of their 
occurrence at the carrier wave profile.

M ean values of steepness were determ ined using the following form ula 
(K orneva, 1964):

_ H
6 =  y ,  (1)

where H  is m ean height of high frequency waves, a is m ean length of high 
frequency waves, tak ing  into regard  that

t  a ?2A =  y ~ ,  (2)
2 k

where T  is m ean period of high-frequency waves, g is acceleration due to  
gravity.

Steepnesses of high-frequency waves were determ ined in this m anner for 
the wind velocity U l0 varying from  10.39 to  2.35 m s - 1 . Assum ing the 
logarithm ic law of changes of wind velocity w ith height these values corres
pond to  a change in friction velocity [/* from  0.45 to  0.027 m - s - 1 . The 
recorded characteristics of waving corresponded to  a change of the condition  
of the free sea surface from  fully rough  surface to  an  aerodynam ically sm ooth  
surface w hich is evidenced by the changes in value of the Re* param eter 
(Reynolds’ num ber for roughness occurring at a wavy sea surface), calculated 
on the basis of the following form ula:

Res = j ,  (3)

where hs is the height of rough  elem ents given by the following form ula 
(K itaigorodskii, 1970):



No of 
record Date Hour U10

[m/s]

u ,
[m /s]

K
[m ]

Re, K

At 3.5 m

41 28.08 1055 10.39 0.452 0.0411 1428.57 15.07
43 28.08 1440 8.20 0.348 0.0266 709.83 23.69
45 28.08 l 7 is 6.16 0.251 0.0139 268.82 40.89
47 28.08

OO<N 5.58 0.200 0.0123 188.48 60.41
49 28.08 2210 5.30 0.197 0.0101 153.60 60.28
51 29.08 l l 55 3.75 0.069 0.0018 9.32 321.77
53 29.08 1505 2.90 0.047 0.0006 2.18 596.46
55 29.08 1755 2.84 0.029 0.0002 0.042 1548.59

At 18 m

42 28.08 111° 9.99 0.443 0.0328 1117.94 17.04
44 28.08 1455 7.14 0.293 0.0242 546.02 35.25
46 28.08 17“ 5.94 0.238 0.0190 347.32 50.28
48 28.08 2015 5.46 0.216 0.0117 194.41 52.00
50 28.08 2225 4.36 0.145 0.0066 73.61 121.67
52 29.08 12°5 3.79 0.076 0.0017 9.62 254.78
54 29.08 152° 2.73 0.041 0.0005 1.59 858.25
56 29.08 1810 • 2.35 0.027 0.0001 0.23 2006.61

hs 2 ( i  S  ( / ) e x p  ( ----- 777- V / )  » (4)
I Hz V K / t f * /  /

where:
S( f )  — spectral density of the high-frequency waving power,
/ — frequency,
x — K arm an ’s constan t, equal to  0.4.
Thickness of a viscous sublayer ôv is given by form ula:

(5)

where v =  13· 10“ 6 m 2- s _1 is a k inem atic viscosity coefficient (D ruet, Siwec- 
ki, 1984).

V ariability of param eters characterizing the state of near w ater layer of 
atm osphere and  the state  of sea surface itself during m easurem ents of waving 
under circum stances considered in this paper is illustrated  in Table 1. The 
following param eter characterizing the developm ent of waving was used in 
the Table:

i ,  -  (6)

Table 1. D ata characterizing the dynamics of the near water layer of atm osphere and param e
ters of waves for the particular recordings



where ô,r is a s tan d ard  deviation o f the elevation of free sea surface.
All param eters listed in T able 1 indicate the occurrence of a process of 

decay of wavy m otion  of the free surface starting  from  the first recording (No 
41 and 42), which took  place under conditions of fully developed waving and 
occurrence of a to tally  aerodynam ically  rough free surface, to  the last 
recording (No 55 and  56), w h e n -a f te r  m ore th an  24 h o u r s -o n ly  sm all swell 
occurred and  the surface of sea was aerodynam ically  sm ooth.

4. Results of investigations

It follows from Figure 2 th a t the steepness of high-frequency waves 
decreases with a decay of the to ta l waving and subsidence of the sea surface. 
The changes are very sim ilar to  each o ther bo th  at 3.5 m and  at 18 m, and 
the steepness of high-frequency waves at bo th  depths has sim ilar values. 
Som e differences can be observed only at the highest wind velocity (sample 
N o 41 and 42), at the tu rn ing  point of the state of waving and in itia tion  of 
the process of its decay. R oughness of high-frequency waves in such a case 
was distinctly g reater at a dep th  of 3.5 m. A decrease of the ra te  of roughness 
decline at b o th  the points is noticeable in the recordings during which the 
velocity of wind ceased to  decrease rapidly and  rem ained less or m ore

Fig. 2. Changes of steepness of high-frequency waves during recording of waving



constan t for a few hours (samples N o 45 — 49 and 46 — 50). Steepness of 
m inute waves generated  at the surface of carrier waves in such a situation  
slightly increased at a dep th  of 3.5 m. It seems to  dem onstrate  th a t shallow  
w ater regions are m ore sensitive to  any changes of the external conditions 
responsible for developm ent of waving. It is also confirm ed by the changes of 
value of the hs param eter, being an  equivalent of the height of rough  
irregularities in all the m entioned above recordings (Table 1).

A m ore detailed analysis of behaviour of the steepnesses of high-frequen- 
cy waves, depending on their location on the carrier wave profile, can be 
carried out on  the basis of F igure 3a —f. It follows from  Figure 3a th a t 
steepnesses of these waves for b o th  the analysed depths have sim ilar d istrib u 
tion  for bo th  the w indw ard and  leeward slopes of the carrier waves. The only 
significant difference occurs in this case for the values of steepnesses at the 
leeward slopes of carrier waves at depths of 3.5 and  18 m. P ractically in all 
cases these values are higher for a dep th  of 3.5 m ; their distinct increase is 
observable in the period w hen the velocity of w ind decreased only slightly 
(samples N o 45 — 49). Basing on  her ow n em pirical d a ta  on wind waving in 
the entire frequency range K orneva (1964) ob tained  higher values of m ean 
steepness of waves for leeward slopes th an  for w indw ard slopes. It is w orth  
noticing th a t m ean values of wave steepnesses in the entire frequency range 
obtained  by K orneva for various w ind velocities are m uch sm aller th an  the 
corresponding values ob tained  in this research for high-frequency waves.



Fig. 3. Changes of steepness of high-frequency waves situated at various parts of the carrier 
wave profile during recording of waving



O n the o ther hand, distinct differences in the values of steepness of high- 
-frequency waves are noticeable when com paring the crests and troughs of 
carrier waves (Fig. 3b). C rests are characterized by positively higher values of 
steepness of high-frequency waves com pared to  troughs. A ttention has been 
draw n to  this phenom enon already by Longuet-H iggins, who analysed the 
problem  only theoretically  (Longuet-H iggins and Stew art, 1960; L onguet- 
Higgins, 1985). This difference is abou t twofold for the initial recordings at 
relatively large wind velocities and the roughest sea surface. M oreover, 
steepness of m inute surface waves for bo th  depths in the entire sequence of 
em pirical d a ta  only slightly decreases in the troughs of carrier waves, while 
in the case of crests it decreases alm ost by a factor of tw o com pared to  the 
initial values (Table 2).

Figures 3c and  d, presenting the analysis of steepness of high-frequency 
waves occurring at the w indw ard and leeward parts of bo th  the crests and 
troughs of carrier waves, allow m ore detailed recognition separately w ithin 
crests and troughs. As could be predicted from Figure 3b, the steepnesses 
w ithin bo th  parts of the troughs are characterized by sim ilar values and 
practically the sam e course, independently  of the dep th  (Fig. 3d). The 
steepnesses in bo th  parts of troughs are only slightly sm aller at 3.5 m th an  at 
18 m; also w indw ard parts of troughs (II part) are characterized by slightly

Table 2. Steepnesses of high-frequency waves occurring at various fragments of the profile of 
carrier wave (all the values are multiplied by a factor of 100)

No of 
record

U*
[m /s]

6
high-freq.

S
windward

<5
leeward

6
crest

S
trough

41 0.452 7.58664

At 3.5 m

8.55208 12.2767 12.6639 5.55258
43 0.348 6.18833 7.46569 11.1919 10.1004 4.84465
45 0.251 5.61844 7.44108 7.38593 8.32417 4.35959
47 0.200 5.98111 6.18918 8.50083 8.36258 4.99433
49 0.197 5.60403 6.35623 7.8432 7.68593 4.5106
51 0.069 4.79037 5.39288 5.26821 6.57391 3.77153
5.3 0.047 3.96718 4.16594 3.73764 5.07669 3.31855
55 0.029 3.84728 3.73384 4.11256 5.34835 3.14196

42 0.443 6.5052

At 18 m

9.16667 8.20524 8.88846 5.37356
44 0.293 6.17364 6.84312 6.61225 8.38637 5.50569
46 0.238 5.70857 6.3879 6.7173 7.17224 5.05151
48 0.216 5.56368 6.49176 5.87576 6.85713 5.10105
50 0.145 5.59729 6.03763 6.16157 7.30105 4.80292
52 0.076 4.43024 4.81218 4.94309 5.24372 4.11444
54 0.041 4.29034 4.71215 3.97765 4.62315 4.22185
56 0.027 3.85716 4.19039 2.51595 4.49017 3.53167



sm aller values of steepness th an  leew ard parts (I part). O n the o ther hand, in 
the case o f crests the steepnesses of high-frequency waves in their w indw ard 
parts (I part) are practically the sam e for b o th  depths (Fig. 3c). The 
differences occur in their leeward parts (II part) where in the initial stages of 
waving decay (records N o 4 1 —42, 43 — 44) the values of steepness are higher 
alm ost by a factor of tw o for 3.5 m com pared to  18 m. D espite the fact th a t 
in further recordings this difference strongly decreases, even for aerodynam i- 
cally sm ooth  sea surface, the values of steepness of high-frequency waves still 
rem ain slightly higher at a dep th  of 3.5 m (Fig. 3c).

A com parison  of steepness of high-frequency waves at the w indw ard and 
leeward slopes of carrier waves differentiating the w indw ard and  leew ard part 
o f crest and  tro u g h  (Fig. 1) is also interesting. F o r the sam e dep th  the 
steepnesses of high-frequency waves at the w indw ard wave profile are 
definitely higher (ca twofold for the initial samples) at the w indw ard parts of 
crests com pared  to  troughs. In the case of leeward parts (Fig. 3f) no sim ilar 
division was observed independently  of depth. O nly at 3.5 m m uch higher 
values of steepness of high-frequency waves (also ca tw ofold for the initial 
samples) were observed at the leeward parts of crests (II part) com pared  to  
leeward parts of troughs (I part). At 18 m the steepness of these m inute 
waves was sim ilar for bo th  the crests and  troughs.

T aking into account the above changes in steepness of high-frequency 
waves during subsiding of wind waving and sm oothening of the sea surface



W(of full waves)
Fig. 4. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves on: the param eter characterizing the 
state of development of waving (part a), friction velocity (part b), mean height of carrier waves 
(part c)

4 — Occanologia 26.



Fig. 5. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves situated at various fragments of the 
carrier wave profile on friction velocity



until the m om ent when the surface is aerodynam ically sm ooth, it is useful to· 
analyse the effect of o ther param eters on these changes. In order to  do  this 
the analysis of the dependence of steepness of high frequency waves on  the 
param eter characterizing the state of developm ent of waving ^ - a c c o r d in g  
to  the re lationship  (6) —(Fig. 4a), on friction velocity U * (Fig. 4b), and m ean 
height of carrier waves H  (Fig. 4c) was carried out. Analysis of these 
dependences allows to  observe the lack of influence of the depth. Hence, 
independently  of the depth , a practically linear decrease of steepness of high- 
-frequency waves accom panying the decrease of values of individual param e
ters determ ining subsiding o f the waving process at a free sea surface is 
observed. Som e differences were observable during  analysis of steepness of 
high-frequency waves when these param eters were considered separately for 
each of the elem ents of the carrier wave profile. T he analysis was limited to  
establishing the dependence on tw o param eters; one characterizing the 
dynam ics of the  near w ater layer of atm osphere (I/*), and  the o ther reflecting 
the changes o f the carrier wave (H  of carrier wave). If the steepnesses of 
high-frequency waves on  w indw ard slopes of carrier waves decrease in the 
same, practically linear m anner, w ith the decrease of U * (Fig. 5a) and H  
(Fig. 6a) independently  of the depth, then  an  add itional effect of the depth  
can be observed on leew ard slopes for greater values of friction (I/*  >  0.15) 
and practically in the entire range of variability of H. In- such a case the 
values o f steepness of high-frequency waves at 3.5 m are greater th an  at 18 m,





H of fu ll waves

Fig. 6. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves situated at various fragments of the 
carrier wave profile on mean height of carrier waves

the difference being the greater the values of C/* and  H  (Fig. 5b, 6b). 
A sim ilar tendency can be observed in the case of high-frequency waves 
spreading over crests of full waves (Fig. 5c, 6c), as opposed to  troughs, in the 
case of which a practically sm all variability of steepness of high-frequency 
waves is observed independently  of the velocity £/* (Fig. 5d) and m ean wave 
height H  (Fig. 6d). It follows from  Figures 6d and  5d tha t for H  >  50 cm 
and U * > 0 .2  m - s -1 steepness of these waves practically does not change, 
being nearly constan t in these intervals. T heoretical analysis of the dependen
ce of steepness of short gravity  waves on the value of am plitude of long 
carrier waves, carried out by Longuet-H iggins, also dem onstrated  a distinct 
increase of steepness of these waves with an  increase of am plitudes of carrier 
waves w ithin their crests com pared to  a slight increase of steepness of short 
gravity waves accom panying the increase of am plitudes w ithin troughs of 
carrier waves (Longuet-H iggins, 1985). It is characteristic at the sam e time 
th a t in troughs of full waves dependences of this type can be observed bo th  
at their w indw ard (Figs. 7d, 8d) and  leeward parts (Figs. 7c, 8c).
O n  the o ther hand in the case of the w indw ard parts of crests of carrier 
waves a practically linear decrease of the steepness of high frequency waves is 
observed w ith a decrease of the velocity I/* and H  independently  of the



0.1 0.2 0.3 O.i 0.5 l/*[m/s] 0.1 Q2 0.3 0.4 0.5 i y  m/s]
I part of crests of fu ll waves II part of crests of fu ll waves

C d

0.1 0.2 Q3 0.4 0.5 U*tm/s] 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 t^ lm /sl
I part of troughs o f fu ll waves n  part of troughs of full waves

Fig. 7. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves occurring at various parts of carrier 
waves crests and troughs on friction velocity



dep th  (Figs. 7a, 8a). Differences in steepness of high frequency waves can be 
observed for b o th  depths at the leeward parts of the crests of carrier waves 
(Figs. 7b, 8b). Steepnesses of these waves are greater at 3.5 m ; the higher the 
values of U^  and H,  the m ore they exceed the respective values for 18 m, 
being higher by a factor of tw o at the m om ent of m axim um  developm ent of 
waving (recording N o 41). T he steepnesses of high-frequency waves spreading 
over the leeward parts of crests of full waves in the case of H  >  50 cm and 
i/*  > 0 . 2  m - s - 1 , m easured at 18 m, practically do not change, rem aining 
alm ost constan t w ithin these intervals.

A part from  the described above changes of steepness of high-frequency 
waves w ith respect to  param eters characterizing carrier waves and  wind in 
the near w ater layer, it also seemed interesting to  recognize the dependence 
of steepness of these waves on characteristics connected only w ith the high- 
-frequency band  of surface wind waves. It follows from  equation  (1) tha t 
steepness of waves depends prim arily on their height and length. B oth these 
dependences are illustrated  in F igure 9. A lthough the span of m ean values of 
lengths of high-frequency waves in the analysed sequence of recordings was 
quite small, it can be assum ed th a t the  steepness of high-frequency waves 
does not directly depend on their length (Fig. 9b). A sim ilar conclusion has 
been draw n by Longuet-H iggins on the basis of theoretical considerations 
(Longuet-H iggins, 1985). O n the o ther hand a distinctly linear dependence of





H o f fu ll waves

Fig. 8. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves occurring at various parts of carrier 
waves crests and troughs on mean height of carrier waves

m ean steepness of high-frequency waves on their m ean height can be 
observed in F igure 9a independently  of the depth :

Ô =  1.471 ■ H  high-frequency waves-  0.003688, (7)

w ith the correlation  coefficient being equal to  R =  0.868.
Since the m ean length of high-frequency waves — calculated according to 

(2) —in the discussed sequence changed from  0.566 m to  0.816 m, the m ean 
value for the en tire  sequence being equal to  0.734, the following equation  can 
be proposed on the basis of equation  (1) and  conclusions from the exam ina
tion  of F igure 9a and b for calculation of steepness of high-frequency waves:

^  ̂ H  high-frequency waves» (8)

where A  is em pirical dim ensional coefficient, equal to  inverse m ean length of

these waves. In the discussed case A  =  1/0.734 =  1.36 — .
m

It can be clearly seen th a t the ob tained  em pirical coefficient A  differs only 
slightly from  the slope of equation  (7) despite using such a sim plification and 
neglecting the sm all free term  in this equation.



H ( o f  h ig h -frequ en cy  w aves)

.3 (o f h ig h - fre q u e n c y  w a ve s )

Fig. 9. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves on; their mean height (part a) and their 
mean length (part b)



Replacem ent of m ean wave height H  high-frequency waves in equation  (7) w ith 
m ean height of rough  elem ents of sea surface hs calculated according to  
equation  (4) results in ob tain ing  an  even better linear approxim ation , viz.:

8 =  0.7755 · hs +  0.04376, (9)

w ith the linear correlation  coefficient being equal to  R =  0.929.
It follows from  the value of linear correlation  coefficient th a t approx im a

tion  w ith a linear function is m uch m ore accurate in this case. O n  the o ther 
hand it can be seen th a t steepness of high-frequency waves is only slightly 
influenced by the height of rough elem ents of sea surface hs. It is dem o n stra
ted by the value of the free term  in equation  (9), its o rder of m agnitude 
corresponding to  the observed values of steepness of high-frequency waves. 
M oreover, it follows from  bo th  equation  (9) and F igure 10 th a t in the case of 
small values of m ean height of rough  elem ents hs, when the sea surface is 
practically aerodynam ically  sm ooth  (recordings N o 5 1 —56), a practically 
constan t steepness of high-frequency waves is observed.

Fig. 10. Dependence of steepness of high-frequency waves on mean height of rough elements 
occurring at the sea surface



5. Conclusions

Steepness of wind waves in high-frequency band  seems to  be very 
sensitive to  changes in wind velocity. It is evidenced by an  instan t hindering 
of the decrease of steepness of high-frequency waves, and even their certain  
increase, in the case when w ind velocity rem ains m om entarily  constan t in the 
tim e when generally this velocity decreases. In such cases high-frequency 
waves in shallow  sea regions are m ore sensitive to  such changes th an  in the 
deep sea regions.

A fundam ental division reflecting the differences in steepness of high- 
-frequency waves occurring in various parts of the swell profile tu rned  out not 
to  be the in tu itionally  expected division into w indw ard and leeward slopes, 
but the division into crests and troughs of carrier waves. Longuet-H iggins 
was the first who, using theoretical analysis, indicated the differences in the 
characteristics of high-frequency waves spreading separately w ithin crests and 
troughs of carrier waves (Longuet-H iggins, 1985).

Steepnesses of high-frequency waves w ithin crests were always m uch 
higher th an  w ithin troughs of carrier waves (Fig. 3b). It proves the occurren
ce of m ore active wave-form ing processes, connected w ith generation  and 
grow th of high-frequency waves, w ithin the crests of already occurring wind 
waves. It follows from  the analysis of fragm ents of carrier waves directly 
exposed to  the action of wind (respective w indw ard elem ents of carrier 
waves) th a t w indw ard parts of crests are characterized by m uch greater 
steepness com pared  to  w indw ard parts of troughs independently  of the dep th  
(Fig. 3e).

The differences in steepness of high-frequency waves occurring at two 
different depths can be distinctly observed only when the changes of steep
ness of these waves w ith respect to  the height of carrier waves and  friction 
velocity [/* are concerned. F o r b o th  these dependences differences occur for 
leeward slopes of carrier waves (Figs. 5b and 6b) and for their crests (Figs. 5c 
and 6c). In the case of crests these differences are due to  differences in 
steepness of shallow  and deep w ater high-frequency waves occurring ju st at 
the leeward parts of these crests (Figs. 7b and 8b). In all these cases high- 
-frequency waves occurring at the shallow er part of the region are charac teri
zed by greater steepness the higher the wind velocity and m ean wave height. 
Hence, the dep th  of the w ater region seems to  influence the process of 
generation and grow th  of high-frequency waves only at the leeward frag
m ents of carrier waves, the influence being greater for greater wind velocities 
and heights of carrier waves. Steepnesses of high-frequency waves at the 
rem aining parts o f the carrier wave profile rem ain sim ilar regardless of the 
depth  (Table 2).

Steepness of high-frequency waves is influenced prim arily by their m ean 
height (eq. (8)). M ean height of rough  elem ents occurring at a wavy sea



surface, although  directly connected w ith the sam e frequency range (eq. (4)), 
does not significantly influence the value of steepness of these waves (eq. (9)) 
— in con trast w ith their m ean height. Hence, it seems tha t roughness of wavy 
sea surface is not significantly influenced by the geom etry of high-frequency 
waves form ing this roughness.
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